George R. Murray to “The Museum” [received by Gratia Countryman at the Minneapolis Public Library and forwarded to Roberts] October 28, 1920

In a summary of evidence ... Father Edmund Hogan, Page 91 of this book ‘The Wolf Dog’; says paragraph 15, ‘In 1882, during a visit of a lady named O’Brien to America, she had pointed out to her in the museum of Minneapolis, Minnesota, a stuffed specimen, labeled ‘Irish Wolfhound.’ It was rough, fur white in colour, and of good size.’ (that’s all.)

Is this correct in every way?

Does the specimen still exist?

Was its fur white? Rough or smooth coated?

Do any photos, cuts, or catalog mentions exist?

Can the height to fore shoulder and length over all be secured?

What can be learned as to the donor and origin of this specimen?

If it still exists, how can I arrange to get a photo of it, side and front view?

I would greatly like all particulars available - the matter is of much interest, here and in England and Ireland.

Very Truly

Geo. R Murray